
HOW TO ENGAGE
CLIENTS IN A

PANDEMIC
BEST PRACTICES

VIRTUALLY

Given that all client engagement
will have to be completed virtually,
it's important to start by nailing the

basics.

For any online meeting with a client
remember these tips:

KEEP ASKING YOURSELF: 

visit thehustlehouse.co.uk for more free resources

Know your meeting goals
Test the software in advance
Remove distractions (hide your phone)
be present
Turn on your video (show your face)
Mute when you're not talking
Listen intently 
Be aware of body language
Check for understanding
Agree follow-up actions
Don't forget the small talk

IMPORTANT THINGS TO DO WITH
YOUR CLIENTS RIGHT NOW

It's critical you get in front of clients concerns
immediately (if you haven't already) but do so
with empathy and sensitivity considering these
testing times. Start by asking your clients:

What can we do for you?
How can we help?
What's the best way for us to support you?

Explain how your business is now operating.
Manage expectations with clients if you've had to
delay, stop or change the way you do things. 

HOW TO CREATE SMALL TALK

Have a talking point: interesting background on
video, latest Netflix binge, how you're staying
active or prepare a "go to" question 
Show curiosity: dig deeper into their interests.
Talk less, listen more
Seek advice: people love to share their opinions.
i.e. how is your business managing the
pandemic, any tips?
Use small talk at the end i.e. "Great meeting, let
me know how you'd rate that show on Netflix"

Small talk can help build rapport but this can be
tricky virtually. 

Put yourself in the clients' shoes
Think about the impact this pandemic will have on them
What could their future look like? How will their needs change? 
Reposition your messaging for the new world (consider where you can give
discounts, offer promotions to retain your clients)
Review your road-maps and objectives for 2020

Use this time to immerse yourself in the client and build up your knowledge
bank. 

Get your client profiles, plans and engagement strategies in order. Consider the
following:

PLANNING NOW FOR WHEN LIFE GETS
BACK TO "NORMAL"

Host a live lunch and learn
Create thought leadership pieces to share
Host a webinar on relevant content or on
your products / services
Offer competitor analysis
Engage clients in a survey to find out how
they're coping / their current priorities

HOW DO WE WANT TO BE
REMEMBERED AFTER THIS?

IDEAS FOR QUICK 
AND SIMPLE

COMMUNICATION

Over Communicating

Persistent Selling

Increasing Prices

Drastic Decisions 

THE HUSTLE HOUSE

WHAT TO
AVOID
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unlocking the best in your businessk
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